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Abstract— The scheduling is widely used for organizing the
processes in time in different spheres ranging from the simple
school timetables to production plans of the biggest factories with
thousands of employees. In the most of cases this process has to
be supported and managed by the complex tools, sometimes
based on mathematical principles. In the paper the description of
scheduling problem is given, the existing methods and tools for
solving this problem are described, the approach based on multiagent multithreading application is considered. Nowadays there
exist numerous approaches to solving of the scheduling problem.
The suggested method of multithreading multi-agent scheduling
allows efficient and fast solution of complex problems featuring
rapid dynamic changes and uncertainty that cannot be handled
by the other methods and tools.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Scheduling is an optimal resources allocation in order to
achieve the set goals. It is an activity, associated with setting
the goals and actions in the future.
At the same time, in mathematical terms the scheduling can
be considered as a function, where one of the variables is time
[1]. These approach is widely used in modern
Generally, scheduling implicates the performance of the
following stages:
x Statement of problems and goals;
x Compilation of consequence of actions to reach the
goals;
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x schedule flexibility and adaptability;
x orders delivered on time;
x resource utilization;
x response to the unexpected events in real-time;
x minimum down-time;
x identification
“bottlenecks”.

and

elimination

of

production

There are five common methods applied to the production
systems scheduling and simulation:
1. Traditional optimization methods, based on the
centralized algorithms such as mathematical methods,
used in a compilation of integer and linear
programming;
2. Genetic and neural network scheduling algorithms;
3. Heuristics algorithms that use business rules;
4. Multi-agent approaches using algorithms of solving
optimization problem in distributed systems with
constraints.
5. Multi-agent approaches
optimization [3];

using

particle

swarm

6. Multi-agent market methods using virtual currencies.
In the next chapters we will provide a brief overview of
these methods, focusing on multi-agent approach, which is the
basis of the scheduling system that is described in the paper.

x Identification of required resources and sources;
x Identification of the executors and providing them with
the schedule;
x Correction of the schedule and execution management
[2].
As previously mentioned, scheduling is applied in almost
every part of the human life, including the production,
enterprise, public transport and transportation process
organization.
Organization of production with hundreds and thousands of
people is one of the intractable problems today. The enterprise
has to put all of the organization employees’ efforts towards
the reaching common goals. Production scheduling in the
modern conditions of severe competition in all the economy
branches, is not a first step for management to ensure the
company efficiency. A properly made production schedule can
help to consider the best opportunities of the entire production
process.
The main result of scheduling process is a plan, which
quality can be measured by the following criteria:
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II. TRADITIONAL OPTIMIZATION METHODS
Traditional approach to solving the optimization problems,
based on the classical mathematic scheduling methods
application, uses invariable and known in advance information
about orders, resources and decision-making criteria. Common
criteria system does not allow to consider individual
preferences, constraints and features of all the resources.
Application of this approach does not allow the system to
response to the external data changes, which indicates a lack of
efficiency of this method for solving complex real-life
problems. Moreover, the algorithms of traditional mathematical
approaches are rather complex and require large computational
resources, which also prevents them from application for quick
solution of complex problems under the conditions of daily
enterprises operation [4]. Companies that apply these methods
in their developments, create additional modules for real-life
events processing that use hard-coded algorithms. However,
these algorithms do not allow to follow the changes and
rescheduling after the incoming events.
Basic constraints of the traditional centralized client-server
architecture include centralized decision-making; sequential
operation with no ability of concurrent problem solving;

case, the descendants ignore the partial solutions,
which cost is higher than the available value, as the
descendant-agent already knows that it can obtain a
better solution [10].

solution integrity, which prevents the part by part solution of
the problem; low efficiency.
Systems, using the traditional optimization methods are
usually ERP systems, such as Infor, SAP, BAAN, Manugistics,
i-2, i-LoJ4XLQWL4ɋ*DOD[\,7-Enterprise and others.

x

Optimal Asynchronous Partial Overlay (OptAPO). In
this method the solutions are built using “down-top”
approach and then combined in a consistent manner
[11].

x

Asynchronous Backtracking (ABT). When a problem
occurs during the message exchange, agents track the
differences in constraints, so we return to the previous
task state and correct it.

III. GENETIC AND NEURAL NETWORK SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
Neural network is a mathematical model with software or
hardware implementation, based on the organization and
functioning of the biological neural networks – neuro cells of a
living creature [5].
Neural networks became a common practice in the
forecasting, classification or management problem solving [6,
7].
Neural networks allow forecasting the receiving of certain
orders. This evaluation allows to schedule the future orders in a
more optimal way. However, it is only approximate and is
effective only when orders have distinctive features. Moreover,
neural networks have a preliminary education phase and
require data sets that include the resulting schedules to learn.
Neural networks parameters are also defined without accuracy.
Therefore, the number of neuros in the network is defined
empirically and there are only recommendations about the
network size, sometimes contradicting each other.
Systems using neural networks: Dendral, Mycin, Intelligent
Inc.

However, distributed algorithms still suffer from a batch
mode operation and exponential increase of messages number
and size during continuous interaction between agents. In this
paper we describe the attempt to overcome the traditional
disadvantages of the multi-agents system by creating the
scheduling system that can react to the events in the real-time.
The first version of the real-time scheduling system was
developed two years ago and was used as the basis of
production management system [12]. The system still had
several constraints: it used synchronous one-threading
interaction that does not allow to reach the full potential of
agent-based algorithms. The second version that applies multithreading asynchronous interaction is the focus of the next
chapters.
V. MULTI-THREADING MULTI-AGENT SCHEDULING SYSTEM

IV. MULTI-AGENT SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
The general concept of the agent-based algorithms is a
decentralized decision-making, when the solution is obtained
by the synchronous or asynchronous interaction between the
agents representing the objects of the real world [8]. The
implementations of this approach include the following:
x

x

Distributed Constraint Optimization Problem (DCOP)
is a mathematical discipline, describing the methods of
agents application to the distributed constraint
optimization problems. The general concept of these
algorithms is a decentralized decision-making,
dynamic decision forming and a tendency towards the
balance, when a multi-agent system finds a new
balance under the external influences [9].
Asynchronous Distributed Constraint Optimization
(ADOPT) uses the “top-GRZQ´ DSSURDFK ZKHQ WKH
problem is decomposed into simpler sub-tasks that can
be solved by the agents. This method represents a
depth-first search on the set of variables with numerous
improvements of basic searching strategies. Its general
structure is similar to the distributed version of branch
and bound algorithm implemented by the means of
multi-agent systems. An agent represents each node of
the tree of constraints. Each agent contains maximum
and minimum cost values for the sub-task considering
the condition of the predecessor. The agent is
connected to the predecessor node agent and
descendant nodes agents. Node agent gives the agents
of descendant nodes a task to find the solution. In this

A. General principles
The developed multi-agent scheduling system is based on
the main agent ideas and concepts. Let us consider these
principles to provide the reader clearer understanding before
describing the scheduling process.
The core of the system is the world of agents that consist of
multiple agents that interact with each other, have their own
goals and instructions and can react to the impact of the
external world.
To create the world of agents, the system requires to
retrieve the initial data from the legacy systems to populate the
agents. Then the matching agent is created for each entity of
the real world (for example, an employee agent for an
employee etc.)
Each agent has its own goals that describe the results that
should be achieved by solving the problems and resolving the
conflicts. The system of agent goals can be complex while the
goals themselves can be the result of the external factors or
DJHQW¶VRZQactivity. The agent can perform specific actions to
achieve its goals. However, to narrow the options of the
possible actions, the agent should know the range of actions it
can perform, required conditions and probable consequences.
The actions performed by the agent are the results of certain
events. Event is an update of the entity due to changes in the
external environment. A message is the notification on an
event.

Events can be defined in advance or unexpected. The
ability of the system to react to both classes of events in real
time provides more flexibility in decision-making.
An agent subscribed for the updates of an entity receives
the corresponding messages from the world of agents that are
stored in the message queue. The agent starts processing them
according to the importance of the event. The messages can be
also sent from agent to agent.

The latter option is the focus of the section.
System multi-threading is achieved due to the ability of the
agents to process their messages in parallel in different CPU
threads (see Fig.2). Let us consider the negotiation process
presented in the figure in more details.

The types of messages include the notifications about job
start and end, employee unavailability, new orders, changes in
orders priorities, equipment failure, and changes in supplies
delivery time. For example, if certain supplies were received in
advance, the system can reschedule the orders and start the
execution of the important order earlier to minimize the risk of
penalties. 15 minutes delay in operation execution can result in
reallocation of the operations to other employees to ensure that
the final assembly is done within the deadline. During the
reallocation the system considers only related operations, not
the complete schedule.
The recalculation only of the part of the schedule that is
influenced by the event is the main feature of the adaptive
system: the plan is not created from the scratch every time, but
adjusted according to the events in real time. Such adjustment
is the result of conflicts, negotiations and compromises
between the agents. The chart in Fig.1 shows the number of
entities changed as a result of agents activities. As can be
noticed, the creation of the schedule or major events involve
almost whole agents world, while minor events cause changes
only in small number of agents.

Fig. 1. The number of changed entities in time

The system calculates the plans in the real time allocating
new jobs after the previous ones were completed. In the
process of decision-making the system considers all events
occurred by the current moment: the employee will never be
allocated to the job that cannot be completed because of lack of
components, equipment failure, etc.
The mechanism of the multi-agent scheduling can be
implemented by two methods:
x

x

Single-threading scheduling: all agent messages are
processed in one thread. This method is simpler to
implement, however it can lower the computation
speed.
Multi-threading scheduling: parallel execution of
asynchronous processes result in increase in system
productivity.

Fig. 2. Parallel processing of messages in different threads

Agent A1 processes message M2 in Thread 1. In parallel
Agent A2 processes its message M4 in Thread 2, Agent A3
processes message M5 in Thread 3, etc. Operation of each
agent does not influence the operation of other agents. After an
agent processes its message, the thread becomes free and it is
ready to receive another agent for operation (or the same agent
with a new message). Processing of different messages can
take different time: as one can see from the figure, A3 still
processes its message while A1 has already completed its
processing. However, it is does not result in additional delay
since the agents work asynchronously and occupy different
processor threads.
The message exchange is implemented with the special
mechanism called message whiteboard. The whiteboard itself
is a high-level agent that coordinates the tasks between the
agent that requires the resources (demand agents) and the
agents that can provide the resources (resource agents). The
agents can indicate their demands and resources by making the
matching rules. Each agent sends its rule with the demands and
resources to the whiteboard. According to these rules, the
whiteboard selects the most optimal matches.
A simpler mechanism of message processing is negotiating
between the agents. Since the agent is an intelligent entity, it
can decide which negotiation method is the best according to
the data received from the world of agents. The type of the
received message allows the agent to specify the complexity of
the processing.
As any intelligent entity, the agent has a certain lifecycle in
the system: it is born, it lives and it dies. Agent lifecycle is
included in the planning cycle that consists of the following
steps:

a)Start. At this stage the world of agents is created. In
the world there exist and interact the instances of applications
implementing the required agents functions including the basic
agent interaction mechanisms.
b)Data load. The loading of the initial and updated data
for the system operation;
c)Creation of agents. At the first stage the world of
agents sends the creation and activation messages to all agents
that were created (“wake-up” message);
d)Agents initialization. The agents define their goals,
priorities, criteria according to the data they received from the
agents world. Each agent decides to which updates from the
specific agents it will be subscribed. At this stage the threads
are started and the parallel operation of the agents can be
started;
e)Agents validation. Agents specify how accurate their
goals, priorities and criteria are defined;
f) Agents operation. The agents start operating
according to their instructions to achieve their goal in parallel
asynchronous mode;
g)Achieving the compromise. The agent finds the best
solution by negotiating with other agents or on its own, after
that the agent operation is stopped;
h)Saving the results. Solution achieved by the agents is
saved;
i) Receiving the events. Notification on the events from
the real world is received by the world of agents;
j) Cycle repeated. The data is uploaded or updated
according to the received event (stage b) and the cycle is
repeated.
After the completion of the cycle, the agents transmit to the
pending state when they do not perform any actions until they
receive a specific message from other agents.
B. Scheduling mechanism
The scheduling starts when the system receives a data set
that will be used for creating a plan for a given time period.
The data is loaded from the factory legacy systems or is input
manually.
The calculation of the plan is done by negotiation of agents.
The schedule is not saved until all agents finish their activities.
Activity is an action of an agent in the world of agents:
message processing, waiting for the response etc. The world of
agents checks the completion of all activities. As soon as the
agent transmits to the pending state, it should indicate that its
activities are completed by sending a message to the world of
agents.
There are two types of agents in the implemented
multithread scheduling system: agent of job and agent of
resource. The resources are represented by the employees,
equipment and workshops:
x

Agent of employee represents an employee that can
perform a certain type (or types) of jobs, has specific

skills, can use the equipment and is ready to perform
any relevant job;
x

Agent of equipment represents a unit of equipment that
has the specific model that can be used by the
employee to perform specific type of jobs;

x

Agent of workshop is looking for jobs and services
from other workshops to perform them in its own
facilities.

Agent of job is representing a technological operation that
is looking for its allocation in the schedule according to the
given criteria (employee, equipment). To satisfy the
requirements of the agent of job, the agent of employee must
be able to perform the job of this type, have required skills and
be able to work on the specific equipment model required for
the job.
Agent of job is the most active agent: it reacts to the
allocation request from the employee, can be initiated by the
agent of the related job or just take part in conflicts resolution.
In order to be allocated to the specific slot in the schedule, the
agent must satisfy all above mentioned criteria. Employee
agent must be relevant to the given parameters to satisfy the
demands of the job agent. This can result in long interactions
between the agents.
The long negotiations on allocation can be avoided by
using the message whiteboard described in the previous
section. Agent of job leaves the required demands in the rules
while employee agent leaves the resources it can provide in the
rules. Then the whiteboard analyses the rules and informs the
agent on the matches found.
Negotiations take considerably long time since there is a
huge number of agents of jobs that want to be allocated to the
best slot in the schedule, while at the same time many agents of
employees and equipment can match many jobs. The number
of agents considered during allocating can be decreased by
several criteria: priority, availability, response time, etc.
The main scheduling process is done during the stage of
achieving the compromise of the agents lifecycle. Thee agent
finds the best allocation option by the negotiations with other
agents or by its own means. Then agent activity is stopped and
check of the event scheduling accuracy starts. This check
consists of correct event processing and the schedule
consistency checks. Event processing check is required to
ensure that all changes triggered by the scheduling were
effected (for example, the fired employee has no operations in
his schedule, new order is completely scheduled). Only after
the check for plan accuracy, the schedule is stored and
available to the user.
In Fig. 3 the chart that displays the number of active agents
is shown.

TABLE I. 

COMPARISON OS TWO SCHEDULERS

Indicator

Fig. 3. Active agents chart

The chart shows that the equilibrium was not achieved yet,
since the number of active agents is still significantly large.
This chart can also provide information on the stability of the
achieved equilibrium and to which extent the events influence
the achieved result (the increase in chart means that agents
were moved from final or optimal state).
The mandatory condition of agents existence is the
existence of the world of agents. The world is considered as
active if at least one agent is active. During its operation, the
world runs the parallel operation of the agents by running the
CPU threads. All CPU threads can be run simultaneously and
work in parallel. For example, if the CPU has eight cores, eight
agents maximum can process their messages at the same time.
After the message processing is completed, the thread is
disengaged and will be occupied by the agent the scheduler
chooses to activate. The threads can be free during a certain
time, but a thread can be occupied only by one agent at a time.

Single-threading

Number of the existing
agents in 1 sec
Number of messages sent
for each agent type
Number of messages sent
in 1 sec
Thread idle time
Schedule density:
% of delayed orders;
% of equipment idle time;
% of employees idle time.
Scheduling speed (number
of orders per time t);

1 – 6000

Multi-threading (8
cores)
1 – 50000

3 - 10

3 – 20

1000000

500000

1 msec
10 of 100;
20 of 50;
20 of 200

30 mcsec
5 of 100;
10 of 50;
10 of 200

150000 for 40 min

150000 for 5 min

The results have shown, that in the case of multi-threading
scheduling, the schedule density increases significantly, which
means that the workload is uniform, there is no idle time for
workers and equipment.
Moreover, the multi-threading schedule shows significant
increase in the scheduling speed at the same time providing the
ability to handle more instances of agents.
The given indicators allow us to conclude that the multithreading scheduler provides more adaptivity in response to the
unexpected details, i.e. even if the event results in significant
change in the schedule, it will be done in reasonable time, since
the scheduler can handle larger number of events in shorter
time.
VI. CONCLUSION
The developed approach of multi-threading scheduling
shows significant advantage in comparison with the existing
scheduling systems and single-threading scheduling. The
developed system allows rescheduling in real time, introducing
new criteria and complexity degrees, adaptively react to the
events in real time, increase scheduling speed and density due
to asynchronous interaction of agents.

Fig. 4. Processes workload chart

The chart in Fig.4 shows the load of the processors. This
chart allows one to analyze the efficiency of computational
capacity utilization, degree of paralleling and asynchronous
agents operation, estimate the required computational resources
to solve the current task with the given amount of data.
In the result, the agents that have only finite set of
instructions can interact with each other by the given rules and
generate complete schedule considering different interests and
constraints.
C. Comparison of single-threading and multi-threading
solutions
The results for single-threading and multi-threading
schedulers are presented in the table below.

Industrial version of the system is deployed in two factories
providing the ability to manage workshop schedules, reduce
idle time and order delays. However, the scheduling system is
universal and can be used for any specified domain. Currently
it is applied for ferries management and scheduling of hospital
staff and facilities.
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